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The Folly of Being Comforted by W.B. Yeats 

 

Overview 

 

Students will write a fourteen line poem which follows the structure of a Shakespearean / 

English sonnet although does not have to be metrical or rhyme. They can do this either on 

their own or in pairs. The content of the poem will be a dialogue between contrasting 

perspectives on the same subject. 

Introduction 

 

The Folly of Being Comforted is a dialogue poem where an argument between the head and 

heart of a lover is explored within the shape of a Shakespearean sonnet using rhyming 

couplets. 

Task 

 

Ask the students to look carefully at the structure of the poem: 

 narrator comment introducing speech (Introduction) 

 head speaks (first argument) 

o volta (turn) 

 narrator comment introducing speech (introduction) 

 heart speaks (second argument) 

o final couplet (conclusion) 

 narrator comment concluding 

 

Ask students to select a controversial political subject which they can make arguments for 

and against (e.g. vegetarianism, hunting, the house of lords etc.) Firstly they should make a 

list of arguments on both sides (if working in pairs, one can write the arguments for and one 

the arguments anti). Then they should work it into a poem following the structure of Yeats’ 

poem: intro, argument 1, intro, argument 2, conclusion. The concluding couplet should either 

come down heavily on one perspective or refer to both in a playful way. 

Explore how the students have chosen to conclude their poem. Was equal weight given to 

both sides or did they allow one perspective to triumph. Was it easy or hard to work within the 

structure – did it change the way they expressed their thoughts? How is writing a dialogue 

different to writing a polemic? What happened to the tone of their poems? 
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The Pity of Love by W.B. Yeats 

Overview 

 

In this exercise students will learn the differences between ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ line-

endings, and explore the use of stressed and unstressed syllables. They will use this new 

technical knowledge to write a contemporary poem playing with modern notions of gender. 

Introduction 

 

W.B. Yeats’s The Pity of Love is a small, delicate poem about the sorrow that love has 

caused him, using  simple, clear language weather imagery and a light but ‘gendered’ rhyme 

scheme to capture Yeats’s insecurity about the feelings of his beloved. 

Task 

 

After reading The Pity of Love and discussing it’s content, ask your students to write out the 

final words of the poems in two columns, so that there are 4 in each column, split by rhyme. 

Let them choose what they think makes the most sense for the division of words. Hopefully 

they will come up with the following (if not, discuss with them why): 

 

telling   love 

selling   above 

blowing   grove 

flowing   love 

 

Ask them to then divide each word into syllables. For each word that is more than one 

syllable ask them to mark the stressed and unstressed syllables using the traditional scheme 

of – (stressed) and u (unstressed). E.g. 

 

 -    u   u – 

telling   above 

 

Ask them what the words in each column have in common. They should spot that all the 

words in the first column have a stressed syllable followed by an unstressed syllable where 

as all the words in the second column are either monosyllabic or end in a stressed syllable.  

(You can also get them to spot that the rhyme scheme in the first column is rhyming the 

stressed syllable, in addition to the ‘ing’ ending.) 
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When the last syllable of a line in a metrical poem is an unstressed syllable, this is known as 

a ‘weak’ or ‘feminine’ ending. When the last syllable of a line in a metrical poem is a stressed 

syllable, this is known as a ‘strong’ or ‘masculine’ ending. Ask the students what they think 

about this in terms of traditional assumptions about gender. Why might a feminist challenge 

this paradigm? 

 

Ask the students to write a rhyming poem about gender that uses both masculine and 

feminine line-endings. They could do this as a dialogue between a man and a woman. Ask 

them to think about whether they want to go with the traditional scheme and give the feminine 

endings to the female voice and masculine to the male voice, or subvert expectations by 

reversing the scheme so that the male voice has feminine endings etc. Alternatively, they 

could take a cliché about gender (men fixing cars, women fixing their hair; men watching 

football, women going shopping etc.) and write a poem either fulfilling or subverting the cliché, 

using masculine and feminine rhymes so that form echoes content. 
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Easter 1916 by W.B. Yeats 

 

Overview 

 

This task involves cutting and pasting newspaper material into political collage poems which 

can then be typed up and edited. Collage techniques can free up students’ use of language 

and result in a more interesting texture to the poem. It also helps students understand the 

importance of syntax – they are given the words, therefore pressure is put onto how they link 

words into phrases and use grammar appropriately. 

 

Introduction 

 

Easter 1916 was inspired by the military failure of the rebellion described and the patriotic 

self-sacrifice of those who led it. The iconic line “A terrible beauty is born” contains both 

warning and blessing. The poem is driven forward by its rhythms and repetitions. 

 

Task 

 

Provide the students with a variety of newspapers. Each person should take a few pages 

from a few different newspapers. They then have 10 minutes to cut as many different single 

words out at they can. Suggest they use a variety of sources: headlines, articles, 

advertisements, sports or TV sections etc. Also suggest that they cut out a mixture of 

interesting / polysyllabic words and small linking words such as articles, pronouns and 

conjunctions (you may need to explain what these are and give them examples). 

 

Once they have their word-hoard, tell them to then choose one headline from the papers in 

front of them and cut it out. The headline will be the title of their poem. Their poem has to 

address the subject matter of their headline, but can only use vocabulary from their word-

hoard and should be made by gluing the words onto a blank page of A4.   

 

Afterwards, ask students to read out their poem and ask others to guess the headline. How 

hard was it to write about a subject with a restricted vocabulary? Were they able to create 

lines that made sense? Ask them to then type them up / write them out and to make changes: 

they can introduce punctuation, extra words, and repeat words or phrases as a refrain. They 

should be encouraged to introduce lots of repetition and rhythm to give their poems 

momentum. 
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 When gathering a word-hoard, think about ensuring you have a variety of vocabulary 

to allow flexibility. 

 I prefer to use individual words to phrases as phrases limit imagination and restrict 

the language options. However for weaker students or to speed up the process, you 

may wish to use phrases. 

 Once you have a word-hoard gathered, it’s often useful to sort it into categories e.g. 

different types of words (linking words separate from main words) or words that 

rhyme, have certain numbers of syllables. 

 Lay out words in phrases and move them about. Be absolutely certain that you want 

this phrase in this position before you stick it down as it’s much harder to make 

changes that in a regular drafting process. 

 Set up the rules beforehand – will you allow students to include some of their own 

words to make it easier for them? If so, how many? Do they have to cut their 

punctuation out of newspapers too or do they have free rein? Are you (the teacher / 

leader) going to cut out an extra stash of words to be available for those whose word-

hoard is lacking or will you be strict about limiting them to their own words? 

 

Compare the ‘collage’ poems with the edited versions. How does introducing punctuation 

change the poem? Is it easier to work with a free or restricted vocabulary – what are the 

benefits of restrictions? What’s the impact of a refrain or repeated words? How is their 

poem different to the newspaper article below the headline? What is the difference 

between writing political poetry and political journalism? Why might both be important? 


